
FORGIVEN & FORGIVING
DISCUSSION GUIDE

LEADER’S NOTES: In this season we are addressing how only God’s love can reach deeply enough into our 
souls to restore our lives. This is the place where we begin finding confidence and strength to love God and to 
love others as we love ourselves because we have learned to love ourselves.

THE POINT: God’s love unlocks our lives. We are taking two weeks here to focus on the power of forgiveness 
and the dangers of unforgiveness.

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
 1.    What are some of common reasons why forgiveness can be so difficult?

1 John 3:16 We know what real love is because Jesus gave up his life for us. So we also ought to give up our 
lives for our brothers and sisters. NIV

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

 2.    What characteristics in your life might indicate that you haven’t fully forgiven past hurts, 
  even if you know in your head what you need to do?

 3.     Some responses to hurt and offense are not obvious. Instead of an outburst of anger or hope 
  for revenge, there is the quiet, subtle eating away—the “gnawing teeth”—of a bitter heart. 
  Is this your response to those who hurt you? Why can this kind of response be even more 
  deadly than an outburst?

The choice to forgive sometimes plunges us into the school of discipline. God uses the hurts and offenses of 
others as a tool to shape our character and show us our need to walk more closely with Him. The discipline of 
forgiveness makes us more like Christ, and it is for our good (Hebrews 12:10). As you continue to work through 
this study, watch for ways that God might want to transform your life through the power of forgiveness.

DISCUSSION QUESTION: 

 4.    God gave us our emotions, and He wants us to use them wisely. Emotions may affect our natural 
  ability to be willing to forgive, but do our emotions have to change before we can forgive?

Pain wants to cripple your life, hold your mind hostage & restrict you in every way. Manage the pain, forgive & 
live again!

We Bring GP2RL Action Point: 

Verbalize your forgiveness every day this week on purpose as part of your prayer time with God. 

(This is a great question to find out what God is speaking to your group overall.)

DISCUSSION QUESTION: 

 5.    What is something God has been speaking to you or revealing in Scripture recently?


